Owners Mike and
Sandy McKelvin
host
community fundra
isers
at their
Eldersburg tapro
om.

1623 Brewing’s
Story

“When our daughter was in high school, she created a Birdies for Babies golf fundraiser that raised more than
$6,500 for pediatric oncology patients. That jumpstarted our thinking with the brewery,” Sandy McKelvin explains.
“How can we get creative and raise money for people who aren’t expecting it? The Carroll Hospital Foundation
was one of our first calls.”
Since that first call, 1623 Brewing has quickly become one of Carroll Hospital and BridgingLife’s most frequent
supporters, hosting a variety of fundraisers (see sidebar), including the 2022 return of Taste of Carroll,
BridgingLife’s signature tasting event.
“We are so grateful that we can do Taste of Carroll in person this year in partnership with Mike and Sandy,” says
Heather Akers, manager of special events and programs for the Foundation. “1623 Brewing is the perfect venue
in times like these because it’s a huge indoor space that functions like an outdoor space. And Mike and Sandy are
just amazing people. The fact that they have chosen to be our partners gives us all the confidence in the world.”
“We look for ways to integrate the hospital into a lot of what we do,” Mike McKelvin explains. “There are many
places where people have to drive an hour or two to get the level of care that Carroll Hospital gives us. We have
something special here, and we should do whatever we can to help it continue to grow.”
The McKelvins have discovered that they aren’t the only ones who feel this way. For the brewery’s Bands & Brews
fundraiser, a number of others unexpectedly chipped in, including SOS Potties, one of the event’s vendors.
“They actually deducted a portion from their invoice and asked us to donate those savings back to the hospital,”
Sandy McKelvin explains. “Little gestures like that let us know we can do big things for the community because

Mike and Sandy McKelvin are re-writing
the rules of craft brewing with a business
that puts community first

there are so many people who want to step up and help.”

Join us for Taste of Carroll on Monday, April 25 at 1623 Brewing
Visit tasteofcarroll.org for more information and to learn how to become an event sponsor.

“We have something
special here, and we
should do whatever
we can to help it
continue to grow.”

When Mike McKelvin’s wife, Sandy, was pregnant with their first child, he attempted to

“The smell was making Sandy so nauseous. She told me that if I ever brewed in our

We want to build long-term relationships with the charities we care about,” explains Mike McKelvin. And that’s exactly what
they’ve done with the Carroll Hospital Foundation.

home again, she was out,” he recalls with a laugh.
Twenty-four years later, the couple has two grown daughters—Jordan, 24, and
Cameron, 23—and two thriving family businesses: Griffith Brothers construction and
1623 Brewing Company, which they launched in partnership with Mike McKelvin’s
cousin, Zac Rissmiller, in 2018.
The brewery is a true family affair, but it’s become a community affair as well. In fact,
the motto “Family Owned, Community Driven” is stamped on every 1623 Brewing can
that leaves their Eldersburg facility.
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Raising a Glass to Carroll Hospital & BridgingLife

brew his first batch of beer on their kitchen stove.

Pink Fling

Bands & Brews

Taste of Carroll

During Pink Fling, the brewery paints its

The brewery recruited country music artist

When COVID-19 forced Taste of Carroll to

windows pink and donates a portion of beer

Matt Stell to headline its first-ever music

pivot to a coupon book format in 2021, the

and shirt sales to support the Center for

festival, featuring eight bands and two

brewery opened its doors for a 50% capacity

Breast Health at Carroll Hospital.

stages, all to benefit Carroll Hospital.

book distribution reception. This year, they’ll
host the full in-person event.
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